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As President of Disney Music Group, Ken Bunt leads The Walt Disney Company’s recorded music, music publishing, and live concert operations, including, Walt Disney Records, Hollywood Records, Disney Music Publishing, and Disney Concerts. The group’s output ranges from motion picture and television soundtracks for the biggest movie and television shows in the world to recording artists – including the Oscar and Grammy-winning “Frozen” soundtrack, the Oscar-winning “Moana,” “Soul” and “Coco” soundtracks, as well as chart-topping soundtracks for “Encanto,” “Bohemian Rhapsody,” “Black Panther,” “Star Wars,” “Guardians of the Galaxy”, “Aladdin,” “Beauty And the Beast,” “Mandalorian,” “Zombies,” “Descendants” as well as a diverse artist roster which includes Queen, TINI, Andy Grammer, AREA21, almost monday, Daisy The Great, New Hope Club, Laine Hardy, Netta, DCappella, Sofia Carson, Dreamers, and more.

A Southern California native, Bunt earned a bachelor’s degree in liberal arts from Chapman University, where he served as the general manager of the university’s radio station. Ken Bunt serves on the board of the RIAA, as well as Chapman University.